Closure
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In the introduction we informally presented a closure as a partial application of code to an enwronment, with the intention that this application is delayed until the closure is applied to an argument.
To make this precise we introduce an explicit closure form, written ((e, eve)), where e is the code of the closure and e., is its environment Notice that closures are distinguished from applications of functions to arguments, which are written in the usual way by juxtaposition.
To capture the restriction that the code part of a closure should be closed, we introduce a special code type, code ('r",, TI, TZ), consisting of closed terms of the form z.e :TV. .Ax:rl .e, which abstract both an environment and an argument 2.
The typing rules for A'Z are standard except for code and closures, whose rules are given as follows: When a closure is applied to an argument, the environment and the argument are substituted for the corresponding variables and the body of the code is evaluated.
We define abstract closure conversion as the type-du-ected translation from~+ to J'J given in Figure 2 . We formulate the translation as a deductive system with judgments of the form r;z:~D e Q e' and r;z T D I" -.-+ e~e, where r and r' are source type assignments,~M a source type, e is a source expression, and e' and e~e are target expressions. The environment corresponding to the type assignment @ has target language type 1~1, where I{z:T}I = I-and l(@l,...,@~)l = (l@ll X x I(3~I). We can obtain a non-nested type assignment (17) from a nested type assignment (~) simply by dropping the extra structure.
We give the most important translation rules for closure conversion wit h nested environments in Figure  3 ; the remaining rules may be obtained from those in Figure  2 It follows that the entire let expression has the type of the original term, namely t 1 + (tl x t2 x int ). Now let us consider the representation of the partial application of code to Its type and value environments as a data structure.
This data structure must be "mixed phase" in the sense that it consists of both type and value components. This suggests using a package of existential type of the form e = pack {tI=t I, tz=tz} open e as tte::Kte, w:axrve in (*1 w) tte (#2 w) e' end.
The expression (#1 w) tte(#2 w) e' has type tl + (tl x tz x int), thus the entire expression is well-formed. In summary, we use translucency to constrain the type of code before placing it in a closure
We use pack to represent the mixed-phase data structure containing the code, type environment, and the value enwronment.
The resulting package has a type of the form (%, :Ktevt=tte::f%,Tve -+ T, + T,) x 'TVe. The first rule restricts the domain of type application to the specific constructor~, This corresponds to restricting the type to Vt = r.u and propagating the equivalence t = T into a. The actual type application for~~a is permitted only for constructors equivalent to r. These two rules naturally come from the necessity of delaying type applications for closure conversion.
Using this notation, the type translation of~1 -+ 73 becomes 3kte,3tve::Q.3tte::
kte. (tte =$-% + 7-1 -+ T") x t".. We define the syntax of the source language Av as follows: for JV'et, but since subsequent languages have a richer kind structure, we introduce kinds here for uniformity. Closed constructors of kind Q correspond to a subset of types, in particular the types that do not include quantifiers (the monotypes).
Thus, constructors of kind Q can be injected mto types.
We leave this injection implicit and treat~as both a constructor and a type A kind assignment A is a sequence that maps type variables to kinds and is of the form {tl:Kl, ,t~::K~}, (n ? 0). Typing judgments are of the form A; r !-e : u where the free type variables of I', e, and a are contained in the domain of A, and the free value variables of e are contained in the domain of r. Typing judgements are derived according to the standard typing rules of the second-order A-calculus (see for example [13, 14] The type envn-onment t E paired with the code by using an existential type. Since the type of a code is mstantlated by t, only the type environment of the closure can be given to the code. The code and the value environment are pan-cd as in the simply-typed case. The translation of V has the same structure as that of an arrow type.
The translation of expressions is summarized in Figure 8 , The kind of the type environment, the type of the value environment, and the type environment are packed with the pair of the code and the value environment.
In 
